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Tobiah and His Letters 
by Jeremy James 

Intimidation is a powerful means of social control. When applied correctly, it can bring 

grown men to their knees. It can also be applied with great subtlety so that the 

intended victim can be intimidated even without their knowledge. 

The Catholic Church used the Inquisition to intimidate the masses. Many died horrible 

deaths after long periods of torture and mutilation. The effect on anyone who knew 

the victim must have been tremendous. They could see that this is what happened to 

anyone who dared to criticize, or even discuss, the power of Rome. Entire communities 

lived under the constant fear that a neighbor would denounce them and that they could 

suddenly find themselves hanging in the strappado position, suffering unspeakable 

agony.   
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One might think private discussions in one’s home about the oppressive power of the 

Roman church were exempt from this risk, but this was not the case. The church 

routinely used entrapment to lure an unsuspecting target into making a compromising 

remark. Once the trap was sprung, there was no escape. It was extremely unusual for 

anyone who had been dragged before one of these inquisitorial courts to be given a 

reprieve. During their torture they were promised a merciful death if they disclosed 

the presence of other ‘heretics’ in their community. Hence many gave the names of 

innocent neighbors. 

We are fooling ourselves if we think the evil spirit behind this sadistic behavior has left 

this earth. Regimes may change, but the demons who control them are ever present, 

waiting for the opportunity to infect the fallen imagination of their successors.  

Croatia 1941-1944 
We were given a horrifying glimpse of this dark spirit when the Church of Rome 

supported the infamous Ustashe regime in Croatia in 1941-1944. Slaughter camps 

were set up and managed by psychopaths loyal to Rome. The leadership included 

bishops, priests and friars. The local Orthodox Serbs were then given a choice – 

convert or die. About 200,000 converted to Catholicism, but up to 500,000 refused to 

do so (The number is disputed). They were all butchered, often in a most sadistic and 

depraved manner. In addition, many of those who converted were later rounded up 

and slaughtered. (See our earlier paper from 2011 (#22) – The Roman Catholic 

Church has taken a Sinister Step toward One World Government and a One 

World Religion – for a more detailed discussion of this awful event.) 

It is important to note that the victims were Christian! The Orthodox Serbs believed in 

Jesus and had a great deal in common with their Croatian Catholic neighbors.  

Victims of the organized round-up and mass killing of local Serbs by 

the Croatian Ustashe in Gudovac, 1941. The Nazi commander who 

investigated the massacre had photographs taken as evidence. 
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The spirit of genocide is as active in the world today as it was in Croatia in the early 

1940s. But it takes great care to hide itself! Few people today have any knowledge of 

what transpired in Croatia or the role played by senior figures in the Catholic Church 

and the Vatican itself.  As we noted in our earlier paper: “The Catholic Church simply 

does not want the world to know what it did in Croatia during the period 1941-1944. 

For example, when a respected Irish historian, Hubert Butler, tried during the 1960s 

to draw attention to the prominent role played by the Catholic clergy and the Vatican 

in the Croatian genocide, he was publicly vilified by the Irish Catholic hierarchy and 

denounced as a liar.” (Mr Butler helped to rescue many European Jews from the 

Holocaust.) 

A psychological ‘disease’ 
Perhaps the most stunning example of mass intimidation in modern times was the 

Covid hoax. Literally billions of healthy people were confined for months to their 

homes on the absurd pretext that they might be infected (without symptoms!) by a 

deadly disease. The channel of intimidation was broader, wider and deeper than any 

in history. The media transmitted the filthy Covid lie 24/7. The proportion of the 

population known as “the worried well” – the 5 percent of perfectly healthy people who 

will react with despair to any health-related rumor – were frightened out of their wits. 

This fear, which was harnessed by the media, amplified local anxieties and made a 

rational discussion of the supposed ‘pandemic’ next to impossible. 

The pall of intimidation persisted for so long, and was so profusely entangled with 

pseudo-scientific claims, that most of society lost the ability to question anything they 

were told. They sought relief from their fears in the so-called ‘vaccine’ – a toxic cocktail 

whose sinister purpose has yet to be recognized by the world at large. 

The spirit of genocide was able to combine the power of the media with modern 

technology to aim its arrows of intimidation at the most gullible and most vulnerable 

members of society. As a result about 3-5 billion people have been poisoned in ways 

that we don’t yet understand.  

The subtle inculcation of fear, especially when conducted across society as a whole, is 

a potent means of social control.  

The awesomely 

fearsome paper tiger.
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The breeding ground 
The breeding ground for these fears is nothing other than our own fallen imagination. 

The Enemy knows this and is using modern technology to program our imaginative 

faculty like never before and convince us that certain outcomes, however dark or 

strange, are inevitable. We are like the little child who can’t sleep because a tiger is 

lurking under his bed. He can’t expunge this fear by reason alone. As one little boy 

retorted: “But father, I know there’s no tiger under my bed, but I think there is!”    

Modern society is greatly intimidated by a swarm of subliminal fears which lie just 

beneath the surface of our conscious mind. Virtually all of these have been sown in the 

fertile soil of our fallen imagination by movies and television. If a picture is worth a 

thousand words, then a thousand pictures are worth a million words. The Enemy has 

used these images – whose production he inspired – to cripple our ability to 

discriminate between truth and lies.  

How else could several billion people be tricked into taking a dangerous experimental 

‘vaccine’ to protect themselves from a pathogen which hardly differs in its effects from 

the common cold? The ‘vaccine’ itself only became available many months after it was 

patently obvious to anyone with half a brain that the ‘Covid disease’ posed no threat 

whatever to the lives of healthy people.  

Victims of persistent intimidation are unable to articulate their fears. Most of the time 

they hardly notice that they are afraid. In order to allay their lingering anxiety they do 

as they are told by a perceived authority or cravenly imitate what everyone else is 

doing. The one thing they can’t do without great effort is think. And if they do manage 

to think clearly for a short while, any conclusions they reach can easily be swept aside 

by the intimidating tide of public opinion.  

As the rabbit named Thumper said in the movie Bambi, “If you can’t say somethin’ 

nice, don’t say nuttin at all.” Incredibly many live by this advice, but it is sugar-coated 

poison in a world awash with lies. The millions who should have spoken out said 

“nuttin at all.” 
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The Word of God teaches that the fear of man is a snare: 

“The fear of man bringeth a snare: but whoso putteth  

his trust in the LORD shall be safe.” (Proverbs 29:25)

A snare holds the captive firmly in one place. And this is what fear does – it grips.  

Subtle fear-inducing techniques 
The Enemy is using a wide range of subtle fear-inducing techniques to strengthen his 

hold over society. The more these fears are universally shared, the more effective they 

are. We were given a brazen example of this just a few days ago when the UK 

government announced its intention to test its new national emergency alerts system 

on Sunday 23rd April: 

What is this all about and why on earth is there any need for such a system? The official 

factsheet says it is “Our way to warn you when lives are in danger.” This obviously 

includes the lives of all recipients!  

Never in history, prior to the 21st century, has any government presumed to have the 

authority to issue such a warning or to have perceived a need to do so. While a few 

other countries, including the US, have done so in recent years, and several others are 

planning to follow suit, there has never been the slightest indication from the 

populations of the countries concerned that anything of the kind was required. The 

‘demand’, such as it was, came entirely from the government!  
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These systems are merely fear-generating devices, introduced by governments to 

control their citizens and condition them to believe that the catastrophic scenarios 

implied by their introduction are a real and present danger.  

Totalitarian regimes love this kind of thing. It is music to their ears. The shrill, 

persistent blare of an emergency alarm means an immediate escalation of fear in the 

community, an instant willingness to do whatever the government demands.  

Sunday 23rd April 
So, on Sunday 23rd April, tens of millions of people in the UK will receive an 

‘emergency alert’ on their smart phones. They have been told in advance that this is 

only a test and that no action is required. But, with this alarm, the system will already 

have begun its work, shifting the entire population into a novel sense of personal 

endangerment. 

1984    2023 
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The government is training the public to believe there is a tiger under their bed. If you 

are not afraid, you ought to be – for why else would we go to all this trouble?

If there was a national emergency of some kind, the media – including the social media 

– could transmit the news across the entire nation in under an hour. What danger 

could possibly exist which necessitates an even faster rate of transmission? The 

subconscious conditioning behind all of this is Orwellian.  

The REAL threats 
The British public have a government which has been flooding their country with 

literally millions of foreign ‘refugees’ for several years, placing an immense financial 

burden on the indigenous population, and storing up serious social problems for the 

next generation. Many of these ‘refugees’ are young men of military age who could well 

be part of a fifth column, a stealth invasion force to be used by the UN or a foreign 

power to control and subjugate the British people in a time of crisis.  

The NHS Covid-19 app – another method employed by the 

UK government to control the population and spread a fear 

of the unknown.

Does the government  have an ‘emergency alert’ system to warn of this real and present 

danger? Of course not! Will the new system warn the public of the totalitarian control 

being imposed on them via the so-called ‘Fifteen-minute Cities’? Of course not.  

Their treasonous government is simply implementing yet another method of scaring 

the old and the vulnerable, plus a huge proportion of the brain-dead masses who are 

unable to tell the difference between leadership and tyranny.  
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Here is how the Minister concerned tried to justify the new system:  

“We are strengthening our national resilience with a new emergency alerts 

system, to deal with a wide range of threats – from flooding to wild fires. It 

will revolutionise our ability to warn and inform people who are in 

immediate danger, and help us keep people safe. As we’ve seen in the US 

and elsewhere, the buzz of a phone can save a life.” 

Obey! 
Recipients of an emergency alert will be required to stop whatever they are doing and 

follow the instructions on the screen. They must also “acknowledge” receipt of the 

emergency alert before they can use their smartphone for any other purpose. So, 

having acknowledged receipt, a person who fails thereafter to follow the “instructions” 

given with the alert may be guilty of an offense under the law.  

Can you see how this works? The level of intimidation behind it is extraordinary. 

It is possible for now to adjust the settings on one’s smartphone to block the 

government’s emergency alerts, but it is unlikely that many people will do so, for two 

reasons: (1) they won’t know how or are not aware of the possibility, or (2) they would 

feel unpatriotic or uncaring if they did shut off their emergency alerts (“Surely you 

would want to help other people in a crisis?”).  

According to Vodafone, recipients will hear the siren alarm even when their 
smartphone is in ‘silent’ mode! In short, the government can remotely reactive the 
speaker in one’s phone in order to sound the alarm – literally! (What other settings 
can the government change or override remotely?)

Screenshot from the official Factsheet 

Given that smartphone ownership in the UK is well over 90%, we would estimate that 

up to 50 million people could simultaneously be given their “instructions” in an alleged 

national emergency, plus further follow-up “instructions” as the government saw fit. 

In short, the whole country could be manipulated like a marionette and made to follow 

procedures which conflict with their freedom and dignity as human beings. For 

instance, large numbers of people could suddenly be herded into detention centers on 

a ‘temporary’ basis, or required to receive an emergency vaccine, or ordered to 

accommodate a number of ‘refugees’ in their homes for an indefinite period.  

Does this sound implausible? Think again. 
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CONCLUSION 
When Nehemiah was co-ordinating the reconstruction of the walls of Jerusalem, his 

enemies in Samaria were devising ways to delay or terminate his program. One of 

those who opposed him was a politically influential Ammonite named Tobiah. He was 

also related by marriage to some of the princes in Jerusalem, so he made use of his 

many connections to intimidate Nehemiah:  

“Moreover in those days the nobles of Judah sent many 

letters unto Tobiah, and the letters of Tobiah came unto 

them. Also they reported his good deeds before me, and 

uttered my words to him. And Tobiah sent letters to put 

me in fear.” (Nehemiah 6:17 and 19) 

These letters were like emergency alerts! They were designed to deter Nehemiah from 

his pursuing his plan, to make him believe he was on a fool’s errand and that he could 

not possibly succeed. What is more, Tobiah and his confederates had tried on four 

occasions to lure Nehemiah out of the city to meet with them. The prophet knew that, 

if he did this, they would take the opportunity to kill him. So Tobiah’s letters, however 

they were couched, were intended to unnerve Nehemiah and weaken his resolve. 

The prophet stood his ground: “Should such a man as I flee?” He would not allow 

this ongoing intimidation to wear him down. As a result of his trust in God, he and 

his team finished the wall in 52 days, a remarkably short time given the magnitude of 

the task that confronted them. Even his enemies had to acknowledge that the LORD 

God of Israel had made it possible: “...for they perceived that this work was 

wrought of our God.” (Nehemiah 6:16)  

- Screenshot from the official Factsheet -

The ‘Emergency Alerts’ will tell the public “what to do to stay safe”.  

Does this sound familiar? Does it sound “safe and effective”? 

In a world where few feel a need to trust in God, preferring instead to lean on the 

seeming security and predictability of our modern economy, the Enemy has ample 

scope to exploit our fallen, fragile condition. He uses fear in a thousand different ways 

to ensnare his victims, most of whom have no idea they are being manipulated by a 

master deceiver. Low level intimidation is hard to detect. Its many strands can be 

woven into a translucent veil which blinds us to the dark reality of all that the Wicked 

are up to. We forget that the Wicked even exist, or that they are conspiring together 

to destroy the righteous and prepare a path for the Antichrist. 
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Andrew Bridgen MP giving a speech on 17th March during a Commons 

Debate on the possible harm caused by the Covid-19 vaccine. The 

chamber is virtually empty because everyone walked out as soon as he 

stood to deliver his speech. There was clearly an all-party agreement to 

suppress any discussion of this important topic. All parties in the UK 

Parliament, whether large or small, take their marching orders from the 

ruling cabal. Mr Bridgen stated elsewhere that he was made a “name 

your price” offer to not deliver his speech. 
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The hidden insurrection 
The ‘Emergency Alerts’ will never alert the citizens of the UK to the real threats to 

their society, such as the stealth transfer of their sovereignty to the UN and WHO, the 

use of coercive propaganda to force them to take potentially dangerous experimental 

injections, the destruction of their financial system, the deliberate downsizing of their 

industrial base, the intentional exposure of their country to a foreign invasion, the 

destructive military alliance with the Ukraine, the ongoing sabotage of their 

healthcare and educational systems, the extensive Masonic control over their 

judiciary and law enforcement, the widescale use of the media as a conduit for 

government propaganda, the real purpose of ‘15 Minute’ cities, the immoral 

indoctrination of their youth, the murder of tens of thousands of elderly victims with 

Midazolam and dehydration under the guise of ‘medical care’, the unlawful 

imposition of ‘green’ taxes and ‘green’ technology to address a climate crisis that 

doesn’t exist, and much else besides.         

The new ‘Emergency Alert’ system will not only add another gear to the engine of  fear 

and intimidation which the Elite are using to control the British public, but it will 

enable them, for the first time in history, to give direct orders (“instructions”) to every 

British citizen instantaneously and require immediate compliance.  

We are truly witnessing “the insurrection of the workers of iniquity” (Psalm 64), 

the oppressive manipulation of millions of people by an unscrupulous technocracy. 

Using multiple layers of intimidation, the Marxist-Kabbalist schemers are gradually 

pushing the population into a tighter, more restricted spiritual space, where control 

is even easier to effect and individual expression and autonomy are eliminated.  

May all Christians trust completely in God at this time! Great is His Mercy! - 

“Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? shall

tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or 

nakedness, or peril, or sword? ... For I am persuaded, 

that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, 

nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come, nor 

height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to 

separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus 

our Lord.” – Romans 8:35-39 

__________________ 

Jeremy James

Ireland 

March 25, 2023 
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- SPECIAL REQUEST – 

Time is running out... 

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this website 

for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always be available.  

For an easy way to download all papers (over 340), please email me.

We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may be 

obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a future 

mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following address:-  

jeremypauljames@gmail.com

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu
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